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Return to Work Safely With SurfaceTrends™
As businesses of all industries plan to return to work safely, an Infection Control Plan (ICP) is
becoming recommended, and in some states required per OSHA. ICP’s reveal the cleanliness of hightouch surfaces while providing a plan and recommendations for antimicrobial solutions to reduce the
number of bacteria and viruses found on the surfaces. ICPs should be the first thing businesses do
before allowing employees and guests to return to buildings as it provides a safer environment for
them. ICP’s also need to provide owners with the validity that the disinfecting procedures followed
are actually reducing bacteria and viruses found on surfaces. SurfaceTrends™ provides analytical data
that validates janitorial cleaning and additional disinfecting protocols can help verify what your facility
is doing is working.
SurfaceTrends™ provides real-time environmental surface testing results for organizations returning
to work. Leveraging data via 3M’s™ ATP tester, SurfaceTrends™ offers you a proactive approach to
managing your facilities’ moderate, and high touch points or surfaces. Infection Control Plans (ICPs)
are increasingly becoming required by OSHA in certain states and providing real-time analytic data
validating janitorial cleaning and disinfecting protocols can help verify what your facility is doing is
working.
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SurfaceTrends™ provides its customers with:
Provides employees and guests comfort knowing their touch points are being monitored.
Analysis and trending of the cleanliness of high-touch surfaces around the facility.
Automated alerts via Salesforce work.com Command Center and email for surfaces requiring
immediate cleaning and disinfecting.
Automated Slack notification to your Janitorial Group based on nonconformant test results.
Validation your internal or outsource cleaning firm is performing appropriate sanitation.

SurfaceTrends™ Components
Command Center, Location Overview, Area Overview, Location Trends, Area Trends, Room
Overview, Room Trends, Automated Alerts, Outbound Alerts (Slack and Email), Analytics and
Notifications.
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Room Overview

Automated Alerts

About Corrao Group
As everyday Salesforce power users, Corrao Group understands how flexible the Salesforce platform
is to support every department of your business. They’ve worked with nearly 1,000 customers,
implementing, customizing, and optimizing over 2,100 Salesforce projects. Since 2002, Corrao Group
has helped B2B organizations of all sizes successfully optimize their business processes with
Salesforce.
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